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Unified communications for  
everyday productivity.

Stay contactable, at home or  
on the road

Being out of the office doesn’t have  
to mean being less responsive. The  
Softphone is a portable telephony  
application, providing seamless  
communication from anywhere. 

All you’ll need to access a range of  
system phone features is your laptop  
and a VPN connection. The application  
is launched automatically when an  
incoming call is received and audio  
output is heard through the PC  
speakers or a headset. 

UC Desktop is  
an easy to use  
application that can  
make your  
communications  
with both colleagues  
and customers more  
efficient from anywhere.

A call log is kept to enable you to keep 
track of your communications accurately. 
Information about each user’s incoming 
and outgoing calls including time, date, 
length of call and caller ID information is 
recorded, providing a way for managers 
to view the day’s call activity and analyse 
staff productivity levels.

Save time daily

With just a few clicks of the mouse, you 
can answer, hold or park a call from your 
PC. The graphical user interface has 
icons which are simple to interpret,  
offering a way to access telephone  
system features from the desktop,  
with no need to remember codes. 

You can access the company directory 
and use the simple search feature to find 
the person you need in a hurry.

The application also enables click-to-dial 
to make it easier to connect with your 
email contacts over the phone.

SP310 Softphone Key Features
 

• Phone Emulation

• Function Toolbar

• Answer, hold, transfer, hang up  
& more

• Record calls

• E-mail Integration

• Directory

• Personal Contacts

• Video calls

• Application sharing / chat

• File transfer

• USB Handset

   

SP310 Softphone:  
Connect faster, wherever you are

The SP310  
Softphone  
provides real-time 
communication  
in the office or  
on the road

The intuitive Toolbar icons make the SP310 quick and easy to use

Cost saving potential 

For homeworkers, the Softphone  
can be a highly cost effective option.  
Employees can remain reachable and 
highly responsive without the need for  
a company-issued mobile phone or  
an additional IP handset.

At a glance

• Presence profiles to keep the  
whole team up to date

• Call control from a PC screen  
to save time

• Softphone to keep you contactable  
from the home office 

• Screen pops to speed up call handling

• File sharing and white-boarding  
for fast information exchange  
with colleagues 

NEW
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Sharper call handling 

PC Assistant makes handling calls faster 
and easier, with complete call control at 
the click of a mouse. There’s also great 
ways to improve customer service, like  
recording a personal greeting for an 
important caller. 

The Answering Centre feature is ideal for 
staff members who take calls for a variety 
of different departments, or even for 
separate businesses. The nature of the 
incoming call is identified by UC Desktop 
based on the DDI number being called.  
Relevant information is then displayed 
to the screen of the UC Desktop user 
with the incoming call, enabling them 
to give an appropriate and professional 
response. 

UC Desktop users who are also part  
of a call distribution group can log in  
and out of a group from within the  
application.  

PC Assistant:  
Control your communications

Information at your fingertips 

With the capability to integrate with  
a range of CRM systems including  
Salesforce.com, UC Desktop can  
screen-pop caller information with  
incoming calls from recognised  
numbers. This means that you can  
save time searching for customer  
records and handle calls faster while  
providing personal and professional  
service over the phone.

Call logs can searched, 
sorted, printed, archived, 
emailed and exported

Agents can easily Login, Logout or change 
their status to Off Duty or Wrapup

PC Assistant Key Features
 

Features as SP310 Softphone plus:

• Control Deskphone

• Screen-pop

• Full Screen Mode

• Speed Dial List

• Barge In

• Pick Up 

• Voice Over

• Background Music

• Personal Greeting

• Microsoft® Outlook Add-In  
/ Dial-Out

• Extra Directory Features
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PC Attendant:  
Control your organisation

Empower your team and  
your operator 

Ideal for frequent telephone users and 
operators, PC Attendant offers all the 
functionality of PC Assistant and  
much more. 

There’s at-a-glance information about 
extensions and lines in real-time,  
giving a bird’s eye view of the whole  
team. Company departments can be 
efficiently arranged under tabs to give 
frequent call handlers even faster  
access to the right person. And using the 
drag-and-drop functionality, it’s easier 
than ever to transfer a call to a colleague.

Keep your colleagues up to date

You can set a personal presence status  
to display to colleagues when you are out 
to lunch, in a meeting or on holiday. 

With intuitive icons, it’s easy to know 
what colleagues are up to in a single 
glance, and by hovering the mouse over 
a colleague’s name and status, additional 
details regarding their availability can be 
viewed. For instance, by making notes 
such as ‘call me on my mobile’ or ‘out 
with a client, do not disturb’ you can 
share more detailed information about 
your whereabouts with workmates.

Never miss a thing

The truly unified application means that 
you never need to miss making a crucial 
connection. An operator can send a  
message that an urgent call is waiting  
to display on colleague’s PC or  
multi-line display handset. This saves 
time by reducing the follow-up of missed 
connections. What’s more, screen-pops 
are given to staff when a call is missed or 
a voicemail has been received. 

Group messaging allows staff to send  
a message to more than one user at 
once, providing a great way to convey  
messages to the entire business or  
gauge staff availability for a  
departmental meeting. 

Through the application the receptionist 
can receive permissions to alter the  
presence status of other staff. This is  
ideal for when employees are sick, 
meetings are cancelled or plans change 
unexpectedly, allowing the whole team  
to be kept up to date.

PC Attendant Key Features

Presence helps  
eliminate phone tag 
and call backs with 
real-time colleague 
status

Hover over another user’s 
presence button to get 
current call information

 

Features as PC Assistant plus:

• Presence

• Set Day / Night Mode

• Active Ringing Call List

• Quick Transfer to Voicemail

• System Wide BLF (Busy  
Lamp Field)

• BLF Groups

• Call Redirect

• Active Call Info for Others
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UNIVERGE360 is NEC’s approach to unifying business 

communications. It places people at the centre and 

delivers on an organisation’s needs by uniting  

infrastructure, communications and business.

Work smarter

With UC Desktop, you can share 
Windows applications with members of 
the same network simply by choosing 
an extension number to connect with. 
By brainstorming collaboratively with 
the whiteboard feature while on a video 
conference, employees can review and 
update graphic designs in real-time.  
It’s almost like being face to face!

Share files in an instant, and with chat 
functionality on the same screen view, 
employees can discuss a document  
with other UC Desktop users in real-time; 
a truly unified alternative to emailing  
back and forth.

Inform your colleagues in an instant

Using the Presence scheduler, it’s easy  
to set a new status in advance. As  
a colleague’s status changes the  
animation on their individual profile  
tile will alter, helping all users to  
keep up to date. Shared Applications Key Features

 

A ‘bolt-on’ application with advanced 
features including:

• Shared Directory & Contact List

• Upgrades PC Assistants to PC 
Attendant

• Centralised BLF (Busy Lamp Field)

• Quick Messaging

• Phone Messaging

• Presence

• ACD Agent

• Microsoft® Outlook Presence 
Integration
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Shared Services:  
Collaborate with your colleagues

Quick Messages can be received and 
responded to while on a call - ideal for 
important calls on hold

Application Sharing permits users to share files through 
peer-to-peer and conference call environments



 

A ‘bolt-on’ application with advanced 
features including:

• Shared Directory & Contact List

• Upgrades PC Assistants to PC 
Attendant

• Centralised BLF (Busy Lamp Field)

• Quick Messaging

• Phone Messaging

• Presence

• ACD Agent

• Microsoft® Outlook Presence 
Integration

   


